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Observationsof optical emissionintensitiesand incoherentscatter radar returns in the magnetic zenith
were compared in a study carried out at Sondre Stromfjord (A = 76.1ø) in Greenland. The results were
usedto test the consistencyof a theoretical model of ion chemistryand optical emissionsin aurora and
to explorethe accuracyof relationsbetweenoptical measurementsand the averageenergyof the incident
electrons.The incident primary electron spectrum and its temporal variation were inferred from zenith
electron density profiles from the radar. The inferred primary energy spectrum at the peak intensity of
the event approximated a Maxwellian distribution of characteristicenergy 1.3 keV acceleratedby an
energyincrementbetween2 and 5 keV. Averageenergiesinferredfrom the radar electrondensityprofiles,

fromthe N 2+ rotationaltemperatureand the I(6300)/I(4278)ratio werein goodagreement.
The variation
of the I(8446)/I(4278) ratio was studiedand was found to be promisingas an index of averageincident
electronenergy.An empirical relation betweenthis ratio and averageenergy was derived from the data.
The observedvalues of I(4278) exceededthe theoretical values derived from the ionization rate profiles
deduced from the radar data by a factor near 2.0. Observed electron density profiles and theoretical
profiles calculatedfrom optical data were in good agreementprovided that the optically inferred ion
productionrateswerereducedby the samefactor of 2. This discrepancyis probably the cumulativeresult
of small errors in instrument calibrations, viewing geometry, recombination coefficientsand the excitation and ionization

1.

cross sections used in the model.

INTRODUCTION

The use of various optical spectral ratios to derive information about the flux and spectrum of incident electrons provides a very useful tool in ground-based and satellite synoptic
studies of aurora. The utility of such ratios depends on a
knowledge of the relation between their values and the energy
parameters of the primary flux. The calibration of spectral
ratios for this purpose can be done empirically or from auroral excitation models. In this paper we attempt to perform
empirical calibrations of several spectral ratios as well as to
test some aspectsof an auroral excitation model.
In recent years the predictions of theoretical treatments of
auroral emission rate height profiles have been subjected to
various tests. The simplest test is to compare the ratios of
observed height integrated spectral emissions observed from
the ground with theoretically predicted values for aurora with
a "normal" height profile. This method has permitted first
order testing of the models. In principle, a much more satisfactory test is to measure the height profiles of various emissions
and to measure simultaneously by means of a rocket or satellite the incident particle spectrum above the aurora so that the
predicted and observed emission profiles can be compared.
Such comparisons, reported by Arnoldy and Lewis [1977],
Kasting and Hays [1977], Rees et al. [1977] and Rees and
Abreu [1984] are discussed in section 4.2. In practice it is
difficult to measure the particle spectrum and the corresponding optical profile simultaneously. This might be achieved
Published in 1987 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 6A8641.

better by means of a rocket experiment combined with
ground- and rocket-based meridian scanning photometer systems applied to determine volume emission profiles by tomographic inversion as in the recent ARIES rocket campaign
[Gattinger et al., 1985a].
Another possibility is to use an incoherent scatter radar to
measure the magnetic zenith electron density profile, from
which the ionization rate height profile may be deduced and
then to use the latter as input for the theoretical model to
provide a comparison with observed zenith integrated spectral

intensities.
Themagnetic
zenithdirectionis uniquelyappropri-,
ate for this comparison becauseincoming electronsare guided
along the magnetic field lines and consequentlythe measurements are not affected by the spatial structure of the aurora.
This gives quite a stringent test of the model. In all casesit is
necessaryto use an atmosphericcomposition and temperature
model becauseit is very difficult to make trustworthy direct
measurements of atmospheric composition particularly of
atomic oxygen. The technique of using radar-determined electron densityprofilesto estimateprimary electronenergy spectra has been described and used by Vondrak and Baron
[1976], Vondrak and Sears [1978], Sears and Vondrak [1981],
de la Beaujardidreand Vondrak [1982] and Vondrak and Robinson [1985].

In this paper we present the first results from a program in
which we attempt to test a theoretical auroral model by combining ground optical observationswith radar measurements.
Here we examine the internal consistencyof the modelling of
ion chemistry,electron density and emissionsof the first nega-

tive (1N) N2 + bands.
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TABLE

1.

Photometer Spectral Channels

Wavelength,

Bandwidth,

Spectral

A

A

Features

photometer. The radar viewing direction is believed to be accurate to within 0.2ø, while that of the photometer was adjusted to within 0.5ø of the correct direction by using a spirit level
as a reference.The radar pulse pattern had a repetition period
of 36 ms.

Blue U V Tube

The radar and the photometer were operated for several
nights in November 1983, but only on one night was there
3466
3O
NI 2F
sufficientlybright aurora combined with good optical observ3404
30
background
ing conditions.The event observedconsistedof a bright (IBC
3914
30
N 2+ 1N 0, 0
4280
10
N 2+ 1N 0, I P branch
2-3) band which moved rapidly poleward, in lessthan 10 min,
4256
10
N 2+ 1N 0, I R branch
from the southern horizon until it crossedthe magnetic zenith.
4400
15
background
Strong signalswere recordedby the photometer for a period
5577
15
OI 3F
of about 60 s. Strong E region echos were simultaneously
Red IR Tube
measured by the radar. The observations reported here cover
6300
15
OI 1F
a period of about 150 s from 0339:58.5 UT on November 13,
8446
18
OI 4
1983. The detailed morphology of the auroral band is unfortu8579
18
background
nately not available since no meridian scanning photometers
8629
18
0 2 Atm R branch
8684
18
NI 1
or imaging systemswere available. This study concernsitself
8714
18
N 2 2, 1 first positive(1P)
with the temporal evolution of electron density, derived primary electron flux and optical emissionswithin a fixed column
of atmospherein the magnetic zenith direction and defined by
The assessmentand testing of the applicability of the spec- the fields of view of the radar and the photometer. From this
tral ratios, I(6300)/I(4278) and I(8446)/I(4278) as a measureof point of view the dynamic morphology of the auroral form is
the primary energy of auroral electronsfollows naturally. In
not relevant to our study although it would be of interest in
subsequentwork we will comparethe predictedand observed relating our conclusionsas to the variation of the primary
intensitiesof 5577-A OI, 6300-A OI and the permittedIR OI
electron spectrum to the theory of auroral arc production.
3374
3430

30
30

N 2 2P 0, 0
N 2 VK 1, 10

lines.

3.
2.

METHOD

OBSERVATIONS

OF COMPARISON OF THEORY

AND OBSERVATION

The optical observationswere made using a 15-channel
The theoretical ion chemistry and auroral excitation model
filter wheel photometer. This instrument uses a single filter to be compared with observation has been describedin detail
wheel on which are mounted two sets of 28-mm-diameter inby Vallance Jones [1975] as updated by Gatfinger and Valterference filters. There is an inner set of six filters centered on
lance Jones [1979] and Gatfinger et al. [1985b]. In the present
a circle of 71-mm diameter and an outer set of nine filters
version,quenchingof O(XD) is assumedto be dominatedby
centered on a circle of 146-mm diameter. This arrangement

permits the use of two different photomultipliertubes,optimized respectivelyfor the blue-ultravioletand red-infraredregions.The integrationtime for the individualchannelsis also
increasedby using two separatephotomultipliers.The tubes
C31034.

Both were

cooled to minimize dark current. For the EMI

used were the EMI

9635 and the RCA

tube, dark

current was further reducedby means of a permanent magnet
assemblyat the photocathode.The filter disc rotates at 20 Hz
which determines the sampling frequency of each of the 15
channels. The channels are listed in Table 1.

The photometerhas a circular field of view of 4ø. The UV
and IR filter sets view the magnetic zenith through separate
telescopeswhich employ fusedquartz and glassoptics,respectively. The photomutipliersare operatedin the pulsecounting
mode and their outputs were recorded on digital tape. The
photometer was calibrated using a low brightnesssourcecalibrated by the Physics Division of the National Research
Council of Canada. The filter pass bands were measured by

collisions
withN: witha rateconstantof 2.3 x 10- xxcm6 s- x
following the work of Rees et al. [1983].
The radar data providesprimarily height profilesof electron
concentration (one every 15 s) while the optical instrument
provided integrated intensities for several emission features
(one set per second)along the sameline of sightparallel to the
direction of the terrestrial magnetic field. The relations between the data available and the quantities derived from them
are shown in schematic form in Figure 1. The arrows indicate
the paths followed in obtaining derived data so that comparisonsare possiblewhere two arrows lead to a singlebox.

RADAR

OPTICAL
]

MEASUREMENTSMEASUREMENTS
]

[-- ne(h)
]

meansof a gratingmonochromator
havinga resolution
of 1 ,&
and the efficiencies

of the filters for the emissions determined

by integrating the product of filter transmissionand synthetic
spectra of the emission features. No corrections for atmospheric extinction were applied to the data becausethe sky
was clear and the observations

L

were in the zenith.

The incoherent scatter radar was also set to view the magnetic zenith with a transmitted pulse pattern optimized to
produce data in E and lower F region. These data were processedso as to provide electron density profiles every 15 s
with a height resolution of about 9 km. The radar has a beam
width of 0.6ø, which is considerably lessthan the 4ø field of the

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing observed and calculated
quantities from radar and optical measurements.The arrows indicate
the paths followed in obtaining derived data.
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Fig. 2a.

Observed electron densities from incoherent scatter radar. The markers indicate the observed values and the

solid lines are the smoothedcurvesfrom which data was taken for further analysis.The valuesof T are times in seconds
from the startingtime 0339:59UT on November 13, 1983.The zerosfor successive
curvesare displacedupwardsby 1 unit
to avoid overlap.

The optical data give the integrated intensity of I(4278), the
First, from the observedelectrondensityprofile, ne(h),the
ion production rate profile r/i(h) may be deducedas described 0, 1 N 2+ first negativeband.This is relatedto total ionization
below. From this the primary electron spectral shape, 4•(E), rate rh(h) by the equations
can be inferred by matching the observedprofile with synthetic profiles calculated from the model for various assumed

= (1/46.5)/{1+ 1.06n(O2)/n(N2)
forms of the spectrum.Finally, the average primary electron •1(4278)/•1,(h)

energy,(E)= • E•(E) dE/• •(E) dE, can be calculated.
It

+ 0.59n(O)/n(N2)}

should be noted that, for a Maxwellian energy distribution,
(E) = 2E0 where E 0 is the characteristicenergyparameter of
the distribution

I(4278)
=i r/(4278)
dh

function.
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Fig. 2b. Similarto Figure2a for T = 75 to 150 s exceptthat the zerosare displacedupwardssuccessively
by 2 units.
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seconds

Observed
opticalime•iiie• fortheemi•io• feai•re•i•dicaied.
Theime•iiie• of 28446•
263• a•d 24278have
bee•m•liipliedby thefacio• i•dicaied.Thezerofo• thetime•calei• the•amea• for Figure

where r/(4278)is the volume emissionrate of ,•4278 and the comparisonis possiblebetweenthe observedvalue of I(4278)
factor in curly brackets takes account of the relative con- and the value derived by equation (1) from the radar observacentration of N 2 and differencesin the ionization crosssec- tions.
Second,the opticaldata give a weightedvalue of the netural
tions of O, O 2 and N 2 [Vallance Jones,1974,p. 105]. The
constant'46.5 is the product of A(0, 0)/A(0, 1) (the transition atmospherictemperatureas determinedfrom the rotational

probabilityratio for the ,•3914and ,•4278N2+ 1N bands) structureof the 4278• N 2+ band.The weightingfactoris the
multipliedby the ratio of the total ion productionrate of N 2 height profile of the emissionrate, r/(4278,h) as given above,
to the volume emissionrate of ,•3914.The recentvalue of Zipf and consequently,
et al. [1985] for the secondfactor is within 1% of the value
used earlier. The total ionization cross sectionsfor O, O2 and

(T•)
=f T(h)rl(4278)
dh/
f•l(4278)
dh

(2)

N 2 adoptedby Zipf et al. wouldleadto thereplacement
of the
constants1.06 and 0.59 in equation (la) by 1.17 and 0.54,
respectively.
Thesechangesproduceinsignificantchangesin
the calculationsreported in section4. Consequently,a direct

TIME

This providesanotherseriesof comparisonsbetweenthe two
data sets.

seconds

Fig. 3b. Sameformatas Figure3a showing
intensity
variation
for •,4278,and•,6300,together
withcurves
of •,4278
smeared
withtimeconstants
of 11,33 and 110s andnormalized
to thesamepeakvalueasthecurvefor ;•6300.
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Selectedinterpolated electron density curves from the smoothed data points of Figure 2.

The optical data also provides values of the spectral ratios,

30 kR and then fell back to about 1 kR by the end of the

Rg= I(5577)/I(4278)
andR, = I(6300)/I(4278)
whichhavebeen period of observation.I(4278) showsa similar variation at a
frequentlyusedto estimateav.erageprimary electronenergies, lower intensitylevel while I(6300) showsa similar but smaller
(E), in aurora. Likewise, (T•) can, as describedbelow, be intensity variation. It is to be noted that the variation of
used to estimate values of (E) which can likewise be tested. I(6300) doesnot correspondsimply to I(4278) smearedwith
Values of (E) can be inferred from the radar data and com- the radiative lifetime of O(XD).In Figure 3b are plotted the
pared to estimatesbased on the optical data.
Finally, a test of the ion-chemistry model can be made in

resultsof convolving I(4278) with the impulse responsescorrespondingto the emissionof excitedspecieswith lifetimesof 11
which the electronfluxesderived from the radar and optical s, 33 s and 110 s. The convolution was extendedback in time
data are used as inputs leading to calculated values of the by 165 s with the help of I(4278) intensitiesrecordedbefore
electron density profiles for comparisonwith the observations. T = 0 (not shown).None of the smearedcurvesreproducethe
In the presentstudy this comparisonwas made, first, during observedintensity variation of 26300. Moreover, it does not
the initial period when primary electron spectra were to be appear that any combination of the three smeared curves
deduced directly from the radar data and, second,after 60 s would do better.This suggests
that an important factor in the
when information on the primary particle characteristicswas time variation of I(6300) is a strong variation in the primary
obtained solely from the optical spectral ratios and intensities. electron spectrum together with the existence of a substantial
of the 6300/•,emissionarisingfrom lowerheights
(During the period of declining intensity beyond 60 s it was component
not possible,as discussedin section 4.1, to deduce ionization where the effective lifetime is shortened by collisional deactirate profiles from the radar returns.) The second half of the vation. Eather [1969] reported such short time constant fluctest is more stringent and interesting. During the first period, tuations in 26300. There does not appear to be any simple
the modelling is essentiallyno more than a reversal of the way to extract from this data the steady state values of 26300
steps(based on equation (3)) used to infer the ion production which would have been approached if the time variations had
been much slower.

rates from the observed electron densities.
4.

RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH

OBSERVATION

4.1. Ion Production Rate Profiles and
Primary Electron Spectra

The measured electron density values are plotted against
height in Figure 2 which shows the data at 15-s intervals
during the 150-s period of observation. There is some scatter
in the electron density data and, consequently, smooth curves

The curve for I(8446) follows the variation of I(4278) but
increaseslessstrongly at the higher intensity levels.
In comparing the radar and optical data it is necessaryfirst
to infer the height profile of the ionization rate and secondly
to deduce the primary electron spectrum. The primary electron spectrum may be deduced by a variant of the method
describedby Wickwar et al. [1975]. The first step is to obtain

the ion productionrate profile, r/i(h), from the measuredelectron concentration profile, ne(h), of Figure 2. The connection

weredrawn amongthe data pointsin an attemptto reduce betweenthesequantities is given by the continuity equation
the effect of this scatter on subsequentsteps in the analysis.
Smoothed electron densities,plotted at fixed heights in Figure
4 enable a more direct comparison to be made with the optical data to be describedin the next paragraph.

d%/dt = rli -- •z'ne2

(3)

In the work of Wickwar et al., conditions when d%/dt was
small were chosen, but in the present case the effect of this
The corresponding
zenithopticalmeasure,
mentsare shown term must be considered.First, the data from Figure 2 were
in Figure 3a for the same period. The optical data were replotted as functions of time for fixed heights.Representative
averaged over 1 s. intervals. During the period of observation
the I(5577) increasedfrom about 7 kR to a maximum of nearly

examples of the time variation of electron concentration at
several heights observed are shown in Figure 4 where each
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at the beginningof the event.The estimateof dhe/dtwhich is
N•ck•aP

et

oLo

]975

HodeL

-

TcaLcuLated

Hodek

-

T

radar

obtained from the gradient of the curves of Figure 4 will be
subjectto inaccuracieswhen the increaseof n• is rapid. Likewise beyond T - 60 the estimatesof rh gave scatteredpoints
with some regionsof negativevalues.(It should be noted that
the x axis scalefor Figure 6b has been increasedby a factor of
3.0.)In this period the dn•/dt termsare more important possi-

bly because
the timeconstant
for recombination,
zx/2= 1/•n,
is of the order of 40 s beyond T = 75 s above 140 km and,
consequently,the observed electron density is dominated by
the decaying density from earlier times rather than by the ion
production terms.

A possibleinaccuracyin the analysisis the effect of transport terms which are neglectedin (3). Huuskonenet al. [1984]
have shown that vertical motions caused by perpendicular
electric fields could affect the vertical ionization profiles. In the
absence of accurate knowledge of such fields, we have not
been able to take this effect into account. We also neglect
effects due to vertical io n diffusion.

•l
Fig. 5.

1

Effectuve

Recombunotuon

Coeffucuent

•10
-•

cm s

Comparison of values of effectiveelectron recombination coefficient in aurora as described in the text.

If either of these effects

were significant we would expect marked discrepanciesto
appear between the observedand calculatedionization height
profiles reported in section 4.8. These discrepancieswould
appear in the period after T = 60 s when the electrondensity
profile is calculatedfrom the primary electron fluxes derived
from the optical data alone by means of an ion chemistry
model in which the transport terms are neglected.
There

is some indication

from

the radar

data

that

there

were no strong electricfieldsat the time of the event. First, an
analysis of 45 seconds data when the aurora was bright
showedthat the E regionelectrontemperaturewas not elevatcurve is drawn smoothly through values taken from the ed above the ion temperature as can occur in the presenceof
smoothed curves in Figure 2. The gradients of the curves of strong fields [Wickwar et al., 1981]. Second,the F region ion
Figure 4 were then used to calculate r/i(h) profiles using (3). temperature,estimatedat 15-s intervals lay in the range 500The values for the effective recombination
coefficients were
800 K, which suggeststhat there was no significantelectric
initially taken from curve 2 from Figure 3 of Wickwar et al. field heating of F region ions. Moreover, the data do not
However, in order to make the analysis more consistentwith provide a means of estimating whatever small electric field
the model, we derived theoretical values of • by running the may have been present. The radar beam was fixed in the
model, until a steady state electron density was reachedwith a magnetic zenith and consequentlyit was not possibleto estiset of constant input ionization rate values approximately mate the perpendicular electric field by the Doppler method
equal to the values derived in this study for T = 45 s. Values [Wickwar et al., 1984].
The next step is to match the inferred ion production rate
of • were then determined from equation (3) with dn,/dt set
equal to zero. This was done for two cases:(1) with the elec- height profiles of Figure 6c with model height profiles so as to
tron temperature, T,, recalculatedat each time step, and (2) obtain estimatesof the primary electron energy.We used a set
with T• set equal to the values measuredby the radar. The of monoenergeticion production profiles calculated by the
calculated height profile for • for these two cases and the model described by Gattin,let et al. [1985b]. For neutral atoriginal valuesfrom Wickwar et al. are plotted in Figure 5. In mospheric density and composition we used the MSIS-83
the important region between 100 km and 140 km the three model describedby Hedin [1983] computed for the night of
curves agree within 20%. For subsequent calculations we the observations. Various methods which have been used to
adopted the intermediate curve correspondingto case 1. The solve for the primary electron spectrum are referencedin the
absolutevaluesof r/i(h),particularlyabove 150 km, are signifi- introduction. We found it practical to vary the parametersof a
cantly affected by the choice between the three curves of suitable analytical form for the spectrum until agreement
Figure 5 but the relative valuesbetween 100 and 150 km upon within experimental error was obtained with the ion prowhich the estimate of primary electron energy depend, are duction rate profile. This may not be the most convenient
affected much less.The sensitivity of the results to this choice method for routine use, but it appears quite satisfactoryfor a
will be discussedbelow as appropriate. The contributions to limited number of profiles. The modelled ion production prothe terms of (3) for the 11 height profiles measured by the files are shownas the solid lines in Figure 6c. We did not
radar are shown in Figures 6a and 6b. More detailed plots of attempt to use this techniqueto obtain energy spectrumestithe first five profiles are given in Figure 6c, in which the mates beyond 60 s. becausethe ion production rate profiles
derived valuesof rli(h)are shown by the discretepoints. For show too much scatter, including small negative values after
T = 15 to T = 60 s the contribution of dne/dtis significant I(5577) had dropped below 5 kR.
The resultsof the analysisare summarizedin Table 2 which
but not dominant and the calculated profiles,r/i(h), appear to
be satisfactory.For T -- 0 the calculated points are somewhat shows the parameters of the primary electron spectrum and
scattered. In this case the time derivative term (see Figure 6a) the averageelectron energy.It was found that all but one of
is dominant becauseof the rapid increaseof electron density the observed height profiles could be fitted very well by an
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Fig. 6a. Calculatedtotal ion productionrate profiles(dashedline) and valuesof terms of equation calculatedfrom the

dataof Figure4 for T = 0 to 75 s.Thesolidlinegivesvaluesof dne/dtandthedottedlinegivesvaluesof •. %2.
accelerated Maxwellian spectrum, i.e., a Maxwellian popu- possiblethat the ion production rate profile from which it was
lation of characteristicenergyE o to which a constantamount derivedcould be an artifact obtainedin the processof averag-

ofenergy
Eaismadded
to eachelectron
aswouldarisein falling ing the radar data over the 15-sintegration time.
through a constant potential difference.The only exception
was the height profile at T = 0. In this case the best fitting
primary spectrumwas obtained by using a power law distribution with spectralindex N but with a low energycutoff at a
minimum energyEm.It is not clear whether the latter distribution could have any physical significanceand indeed it is
200

As discussed above, the most direct test of the consistency
of the theoretical relations between electron density, ionization

rate and opticalemissions
in the N2 + bandsis that between
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the observedintensity of N: + and that deducedfrom the
ionization rate profile as given by (1). Values of I(4278) using
this equation are compared with photometer data in Table 3.
Since the radar data are acquired over 15-s intervals, the optical data were averagesover the same time intervals. The effect
on the results of the choice between

the recombination

coef-

ficient curves of Figure 5 was explored and it was found that
the higher values of • corresponding to the radar derived
electron temperatures led to increasesin the derived values of
I(4278) of less than 10%.
The

values derived

from the radar

data are almost

half the

observed optical values (if the values for T = 0 are omitted).
In addition

to the factors discussed in section 4.1 there could

be inaccuracies in one or more of the following: (1) the ratio

between the total ionization crosssectionfor N 2 and that for

The first possibility that there are seriouserrors in the cross
sectionsseemsto be ruled out by the good agreementwhich
exists between the predictions of the model and direct comparisons of electron energy flux and auroral intensities. For
example, Kasting and Hays [1977] and Deehr and Egeland
[1972] report averagemeasuredefficienciesfor the production

of auroral 24278 emissionof 256 and 270 R/(erg/cm2 s). The
auroral model usedin this paper givesefficienciesin the range

220-250 R/(erg/cm
2 s) for monoenergetic
fluxesof energies
from 2.6 to 12 keV. Other comparisons
of predictedNe + 1N
band intensitiesfrom observedelectron fluxes measuredby
rocket and satelliteflights have been made by Arnoldy and
Lewis [1977] and Reesand Abreu [1984] with excellentagreement. In these cases the predictions were made with models
using similar cross sectionsto ours. In the work of Rees et al.

the productionof the 4278-AN•_+ band;(2) theabsolutecali- [1977] the observedN2 + band intensity (measuredby a
bration of the radar; (3) the absolute calibration of the photometer; (4) some mismatch between the optical and radar
observations; (5) the neutral atmosphere composition ratios
derived

from the MSIS83

model.

TABLE 2. Primary Energy SpectrumParameters
Parameters

Time,
s

Spectral
Form

0

cutoff power

N and E,,E

rocket photometer)was lessthan was predictedby the model
from the particle flux measured by the AE-C satellite in a
coordinated experimentbut, as the authors point out, the satellite and rocket measurementswere not exactly conjugate
over the relevant part of the rocket ascent. In any case the
discrepancy noted by Rees et al. is that the observed 24278
profile is weaker than predicted.

Mean

o and Ea

Energy,
keV

TABLE 3. Observed and Calculated Values of I(4278)

Time,

15
30
45
60

Maxwellian
Maxwellian
Maxwellian
Maxwellian

4.0
N

2.5
E,,

Eo, keV

Ea, keV

1.4
1.4
1.3
1.2

2.2
4.0
4.5
4.7

I(4278) Observed

3.6

s

5.0
6.8
7.1
7.2

30
45
60

2.9
3.4
3.3

I(4278) Equation (1),

kR

kR

0

1.0

1.2

15

2.3

1.3
1.6
2.0
1.6
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Fig. 7. Observed spectraldata which are sensitiveto the primary electron energy spectrum.The spectral ratios are

indicated.The N•_+ rotationaltemperaturesare plotted as the solidline. The solidcirclesindicatethe rotationaltemperaturespredictedfrom the ionization rate profilesof Figure 6. The numericalordinate scaleappliesto each of the curvesas
labelled.

We do not believe that the error due to either of the second

or third factors could be as large as a factor of 2.
The fourth possible source of disagreement between the
radar and optical measurementsis a mismatch between 0.6ø
field of the radar and the 4ø field of the photometer. Thus the
optical data are spatially averaged over a circle about 8 km in
diameter at 115 km compared to a diameter of a little over 1
km for the radar

observations.

However, the temporal averaging over 15 s applied to both
data setsprobably minimize the effectsof the spatial mismatch
since the rapid motion of the fine structure of auroral forms
would tend to produce a uniform time-averaged intensity and
electron density profile across the photometer field. Some of
the scatter in the ratios

of columns

2 and 3 of Table

3 could

possibly arise from this cause, but it is hard to see how this
could introduce a large systematicerror. Since we believe the
photometer field to have been centered on the radar field
within 0.5ø, it is unlikely that a sighting error could have
contributed significantly to the deviations of the ratios of
Table 3 from unity.
All in all, we have not been able to identify a single likely
cause for the discrepancy which may indeed arise from an
accumulation of several smaller errors. In any case,agreement
to within a factor of 2 could be consideredreasonably satisfactory in a complex measurement of this kind.
It follows that the ionization rates used in the modelling,
based on the photometer data, will be too high by a factor of 2
and consequently in the detailed comparison with the model
describedin section 4.8 we have reduced the optically normalized ionization rates by 50%.
4.3.

Comparison of Observed Band Rotational Temperatures

With AverageN2 + Temperatures
PredictedFrom the Radar
Ionization Rate Height Profile

Estimatesof the magneticzenithN 2+ band meanrotational
temperature, (T,), were provided by two filter channels cen-

teredat 4275/!•and 4251/!•with bandpasses
of about12 A.

These detect the P and R branches, respectively, of the 0,1

N2 + first negativeband.It wasshownby Huntenet al. [1963]
that the ratio of the signal of two such filters provides a sensitive measure of the rotational temperature of the band and
there is good evidence, at least in the absence of heavy ion
precipitation that the temperature obtained equals the neutral
atmospheric temperature. The temperature calibration depends on an accurate knowledge of the instrumental profiles
of the two channels, followed by a determination of the relative signals from a seriesof synthetic spectra at different temperatures. The calibration so obtained was applied to the measured ratios during the event observed and the results are
plotted on Figure 7. It will be seen that there were substantial
changes in the observed values of (T•) during the intensification of the aurora and also that (T•) and intensity are
inversely related. It should be noted that the observed values

of (T•) are believed[Hilliard and Shepherd,1966] to be due to
changes in the height profile of the emission and not to any
change in the atmospheric temperature profile.
These observed temperatures may be compared (see Figure

1) with estimatesof the mean N2 + rotational temperature
derived from the radar estimate of the ionization height profile
by means of (2). In evaluating this equation we used the total
ion production rate as plotted in Figure 6. The values of
so obtained are plotted as the solid circles on Figure 7 and
agree very well with the rotational temperatures.The values of

(T•) derived are affectedby lessthan 3% by the choiceof the
curves of Figure 5.

4.4. AveragePrimaryEnergies
from N 2+ Rotational
Temperatures

The procedure described in section 4.3 may be reversed to
provide estimates of the mean primary particle energy which
are at least as good as those provided by the ratios of emission
features. The method was tested earlier by Shepherd and
Eather [1976].
The basis for the procedure is shown in Figure 8, which
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E•]
0

OkeV

shows a plot of the values of (T•) against average primary
electron energy for a variety of forms of the primary energy
spectrum. The model was used to generate the ionization rate
profiles which were then substitutedinto equation (2). The two
main curvesin the figure give the relation between (T,) and
(E) for the extreme casesof Maxwellian and monoenergetic
primary fluxes. These curves indicate that, in the absence of
any knowledge of the shape of the primary spectrum, it is
possible to estimate the average energy from (T,) with an
accuracy of the order of 30%. The intermediate curves in
Figure 8 correspond to intermediate casesof acceleratedMaxwellians which provide a range of spectral shapes which approach the Maxwellian or monoenergetic for extreme values

of the parametersEa and E o as defined in section4.1. Estimates of (E) using this method are compared with the values
derived

from the radar data in Table

4 below. The lower value

shownin the energyestimatefrom (T,) is for the Maxwellian
case and the higher for the monoenergetic one. If one had no a
priori knowledge of the spectral type and assumeda Maxwellian form, the energy estimates by this method would have
been low but within 25% except for the measurement at
T = 0. As noted above, the primary spectralshapeis peculiar
in this case and may have been an artifact of the temporal
variation during the radar integration period.
A somewhat surprising feature of the curves of Figure 8 is
that for a given value of (E), the value of (T,) is higher for
the monoenergetic distribution. One might intuitively expect
that the monoenergetic flux would be concentrated more
25O
3•o 3;o 4•o 4•o s$o s;o 65o 6;o 75o 7;o 8•o 8;o sharply toward the lower edge of the form where the temperature would be lower. Apparently, however, the broader
MEBNROTBTIONBL
TEMPERBTURE
[N•+} K
spread
of energiesin a Maxwellian distribution producesioniFig. 8a. PredictedN2 + rotational temperaturesplotted against
averageprimary'electronenergyfor variousmodelledprimaryelec- zation below as well as above the heights dominant for a
tron flux distributions as indicated in the legend and text.
monoenergetic spectrum. For the lower region the relative
o

o = Rees

LEGEND
(1985)

oRees
&•cke•q
(1974)
+ NRC
MS!
3 HonoenergetLc
ß • NRC MSIS83

MoxweLLLon

CD
n•
U
z
u
u
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n•
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o

0.01

116300//I

14278)

Fig. 8b. Theoretical values of the ratio I(6300)/I(4278) plotted against the averageenergy (E) for Maxwellian electron
energydistributions,isotropic over the downward hemisphere.The points for the curveslabelled NRC MSIS83 represent
theoretical values calculated by the model describedin the text for monoenergeticand Maxwellian primary electron
spectra.The dashedline through the crossesis a plot of equation(4). The solid linesconnectthe pointsfor the other cases.
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Average energy inferred from the ratio I(6300)/I(4278) and

from the N: + rotational temperature(T•). The solid circlesare the
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five values of (E) inferred directly from the radar data.
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x

to that described in this paper to compare energies derived

xx•½+•x
• •x x •

from the Rees-Luckey relation with those derived from radar
data measured in Alaska. They found reasonable agreement
although with considerable scatter for energies greater than
about 8 keV. Recently, Rees [-1985] has carried out improved

i

0.6

Fig. 8c. Values of the ratio I(8446)/I(4278) measuredin this work
plotted againstestimatesof the mean incidentelectronenergyderived
from the ratio I(6300)/I(4278) and

concentrationof N 2 is higher so that the mean value of T• is
weighted to lower values.

calculations of R• for Maxwellian primary spectra, and we
have plotted his results in Figure 8b together with the earlier
results of Rees and Luckey. The relation between average primary electron energy and R• should be sensitiveto atmospheric composition and the angular and energy distributions of the
primaries. Consequently,it is unrealistic to expect really accurate energy estimatesfrom Rr. This is particularly true when

auroralintensities
are fluctuatingbecause
of the 110-slifdtime
of O(•D). In this work we used a relation derived from the
model discussedin this paper and which is also plotted in
Figure 8b. This relation may be expressedby the equation

4.5. Average Primary EnergiesFrom 1(6300)/1(4278) Ratios

This ratio has frequently been used for estimates of the
average energy of primary electrons.As with estimatesbased
on rotational temperature it is necessaryto make an assumption about the form of the primary spectrum to derive a
unique relation theoretically.The usual practice has been to
assumea Maxwellian form for the primary spectrum.
The I(6300)/I(4278) ratio, denoted for convenienceby R r, is
plotted in Figure 7 as a function of time. The value of I(4278)
is replotted on this figure for comparison. It is rather well
establishedthat Rr is a function of the energy of the primary
electron even though there is some question as to the mecha-

E = 1/(0.0396+ 0.214R•-- 0.0425R•2

q-0.007Rr
3 -- 2.88x 10-'•R/•)

(4)

This expression,which is plotted as a dashedline in the figure,
is a fit to the theoretical points shown as calculated for a
typical winter auroral zone MSIS83 atmosphere. The points,
shown as crosses,were calculated for monoenergetic isotropic
primary fluxes. To provide an indication of the sensitivity of
the relation to the shape of the primary spectrum, points corresponding to the ratio versus average energy are plotted on
the same figure for an isotropic Maxwellian spectrum incident
nism of excitation of the 6300-/• line. A theoretical relationship calculatedby Rees and Luckey [1974] has been widely on the same model atmosphere. In view of the uncertainties
used. Vondrak and Sears [1978] followed a similar procedure mentioned, we certainly do not claim any particular merit for
(4) except that it was convenient to use and gave results reasonably close to those calculated from the Rees [1985] and
TABLE 4. Comparison of Primary Electron Energy Estimates the Rees and Luckey [1974] curves.
From Radar Data and Optical Line Ratio Rr

Estimatesof averageenergybasedon (4) are comparedwith

Mean Electron Energy,
keV

R•,

Ro,

I(6300)/
I(4278)

I(5577)/
I(4278)

(Tr)
K

0

1.33

6.71

502

15

0.70

6.66

397

Time,
s

From
From
(T•)

From
R•

Radar
Data

2.5-3.5

3.7

3.6

4.5-5.5

5.8

5.0

30

0.60

6.71

356

5.5-7.0

6.4

6.8

45

0.52

6.76

353

5.5-7.0

7.0

7.1

60

0.55

6.85

350

5.5-7.0

6.7

7.2

those inferred from the radar results in Table 4.

There is in fact very good agreementbetween the three
estimatesof electron energy.A curve showingthe average
energy derived from (4) is plotted in Figure 9. The energies
from the radar measurementsare plotted as the dark circles.
4.6.

Behavior of 1(5577)/1(4278) Ratio

ThisratiowhichwedenoteasR•, although
notunderstood
theoretically, has in the past appeared to be a useful indicator

of electron energy [Mende and Eather, 1975; Sawchukand

Anger,1976;Searsand Vondrak,•i981;McEwenand Bryant,
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TABLE 5.

Average Rotational Temperature Versus E a

Ea, keV

<T•), K

0.0

540

1.0

504

2.0
3.0
4.0
5.O
6.0
7.0
8.0

460
418
380
352
328
305
294

E o = 1 keV.

error as values deduced from I(6300)/I(4278) becauseof possible variations in atmosphericcomposition.
4.8.

Comparisonof ObservationsWith Ion Chemistry Model

A more detailed test of the ion chemistry model is to compare the observed electron density profiles with profiles predicted by the model using the inferred primary electron spectra. The comparison can be made directly up to T = 60 s, but
after that time only the average energy estimated from the

N 2 + temperaturemeasurements
or the red line ratio is available. The form of the relative energy spectrum beyond 60 s
must be assumed,although in principle the initial assumption
could be modified to improve the fit. Once the primary elec-

1978;McEwen
et al.,1981].
Theresults
obtained
hereare tronspectrum
isdefined
asafunction
oftime,
thevariation
of
tabulated in Table 4 and do not appear to indicate any strong

the electron density profile can be calculated from the model

variation
overtherange
ofenergies
covered.
Thisismoreor andcompared
withtheobservations.

lessconsistent
withtheobservation
thatfornormalaurorathe

Primary electronenergiesinferred from temperature

ratioof thecorresponding
volume
emission
ratesis rathermeasurements
wereused
since
these
should
bemorereliable
constant
withheight
(forexample,
Feldman
[1978]).
It wouldthantheredlineratiovalues
in thepresent
casewhere
the
appear
thatthisratiowouldonlybeuseful
forenergies
aboveintensity
varies
rapidly
withtime.
therangemeasured
here,i.e.,aboveabout8 keV.Thevalues Thechoice
ofspectral
formwasmadeonphysical
grounds.

ofRginTable
4 aresomewhat
higher
thanwehave
normally
Inspection
ofTable2 andthetimevariation
oftheauroral

encountered
at auroraloval latitudesfor valuesof I(4278) intensity
in Figure2 suggests
thattheenhancement
of intenabove1 kR [Gattinger
andVallance
Jones,1972].It is possi- sityassociated
withtheeventis connected
withsomekindof
blethattheatomicoxygenconcentration
issomewhat
higher. parallelfieldacceleration
of a Maxwellianpopulation
of magnetospheric electrons of which the characteristic energy de-

4.7. Behavior
of the1(8446)/1(4278)Ratio
clinesslowlyfrom 1.4 to 1.2 keV. It seemsreasonable
to
Thisintensity
ratiois an excellent
candidate
to providean assume
thatthedecayin intensity
is associated
primarilywith
indexof excitation
energy.The 8446-AOI lineis clearlyen- the decayin the accelerating
field,and consequently
we at-

hanced
in spectra
fromhigherlevelsin auroraas seen,for
example,
in thespectra
obtained
by Vallance
Jones
andGattinget[1973]'(seealsoOreholt[1957],Christensen
et al.
[1978]).It appears
likely,fromtherecent
workofHechtet al.

tributed
therisein theobserved
.temperature
after60s to the
softening
of theparticle
spectrum
corresponding
to a dropin
Ea whilethe characteristic
energyremained
constant
at 1.0
keV.Therelationbetween
(T•) andEawithE0 = 1.0keVis

[1985], that the 8446-Amultipletis exciteddirectlyfrom tabulated
in Table5.
atomicoxygen
by electron
impactandin thiscaseit wouldbe
It may be seenfromFigure7 that the derivedrotational
expected
that the I(8446)/I(4278)
ratio wouldbe determinedtemperature
risesabove540Kbeyond90 s,andconsequently
principallyby the ratio of n(O)/n(N,)whichshowsconsider-we assumed
that furthersoftening
of the primaryspectrum
able variation over the normal 100-160 km rangeof auroral wasassociated
with a decrease
in the characteristic
energyE0.
heights.
In this regime,the connectionbetweenaveragetemperature
The variationof intensityof the 8446-Aemissionis plotted and characteristic
energyas calculatedby the modelis given
in Figure 3, which showsthat the emissionis relatively weaker in Table 6.
as the intensity of I(4278) increases.The ratio I(8446)/I(4278),
We then usedthe observedrotational temperaturesto inter-

Rir, is plotted in Figure 7. This showsthat the ratio, by coin- polate in the data of Tables 5 and 6 to definethe parameters

cidence,
remainsalmostexactlyproportional
to theN 2+ rotationaltemperature
and,consequently,
shouldbe a goodindex
of particleenergy.The ratio, Rir,is easierto measurethan the
rotational temperature.Both quantitieswill be sensitiveto

of the primaryelectronspectrum.
The relativeionizationrate
profilewascalculatedby the modellingprogram.Its absolute
valuewasthenobtainedby normalizingto the observed
value
of I(4278)as plottedin Figure3. As notedin section4.2, the
some extent to variationsin atmosphericcompositionand ionizationratessoderivedwerereducedby 50% to correctfor
temperatureprofiles,and it remains to be seen which can apparentcalibrationerrorsin the observations
or the relative
provide the most reliable index of primary electronenergy.In cross sections used in the model. Values were calculated at 1-s
comparison with the 1(6300)/1(4278) ratio, both rotational intervals.
The values of the average energy based on the above astemperature and R•r have the advantage of not being affected
sumptionsare plotted on Figure 9 for the full period of obserby temporal changesin the auroral emission.
As describedin more detail in the next section,the average
primary particle energy was inferred both from the measured

valuesof R• and of (T•) and plotted in Figure 9. In Figure 8c,
these values of energy are plotted against the measuredvalues
of the ratio I(8446)/I(4278). This figure shows as expected a
good correlation between the average energy and the spectral
ratio. The relation may be representedby the equation
(E> = 15.5- 12.1 x R•
(5)
This equation would be expectedto provide reasonablevalues
of (E) although the resultswill be subjectto the same kind of

TABLE 6. AverageRotational Temperature VersusE o

Eo, key

(T•), K

0.8

581

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.1

633
700
789
836
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Fig. 10. The markersindicatethe observedelectrondensitiesreplottedfrom Figure 2. The solid curvesare the
modelled electron densitiesderived as indicated in the text from the inferred primary electron spectra. The curves are
displacedas for Figure 2.

vation. There,is good agreementbetweenthe valuesbasedon
(T•) and the valuesderivedfrom Rr.
During the early period before T = 60 s the ionization rate
profileswere found in a similar way exceptthat the form of
the primary spectrawasobtainedby interpolatingthe param-

centrationduringthe full 150 s of the event.The observedand

eters listed in Table

observedprofiles is good during the period where the fitted
electron spectracould be used and reasonablygood during
the later period when the auroral intensitieswere declining.
The agreementfor T = 60 s is not altogether surprising,since

2.

In the modelling,the ionizationrate variation was first calculated at 5-km intervals and then used as input to the ion
chemistry model to derive the variation of electron con-

modelled electron concentration height profiles at 15-s inter-

vals are comparedin. Figure 10. The initial profile usedwas
the observedprofile at T = 0.
It will be seenthat the agreementbetweenthe predicted and
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The radar and optical data obtained during a short-lived
but bright auroral event at high latitude in the midnight sector
poleward of the auroral oval have been studied in detail.
theoretical results on the red line ratio. National
Research Council of
From the electron density profiles measured by the radar,
Canada paper NRCC 26736.
height profiles of the ionization rate were calculated and from
The Editor thanks H. R. Anderson and J.-C. G6rard for their assistthese energy spectra for the primary electrons were deduced. ance in evaluating this paper.
The mean energy values corresponding to these spectra were
compared with the optical data.
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